DISTRICT CONSERVATION AGENT'S REPORT

TO:
State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
800 Bitting Building
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO. ________________________
LOCATION SE NW SE
SEC. II TWP. Y T RGE. Y-E

Dry Hole X Abandoned Oil Well ___ Abandoned Gas Well ___

I have today completed supervision of plugging of:

Well No. 7 Lease FULL

Operator A. D. Allison et al Address 715 Brown Bldg, Wichita
Field __________________________ County Sedgwick

Total Depth 3310 Feet.

(Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

Cemented Bottom of hole with 1/5 Jacks Cement. Filled with mud to top of hole. Surface Pipe cemented at 170'. Gap welded on top of Pipe. May 3. Disposal well out of this hole 3 days.
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J.P. Roberts
District Conservation Agent

Date May 4, 1951